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Introduction
Last year, Automation.com introduced the first of the Cybersecurity series of Advancing Automation eBooks. Unfortunately, during that intervening time cyber threats have continued
to evolve and even the biggest businesses are struggling to cope. Big names like Facebook,
Equifax and Yahoo have all experienced breeches over the last year, and reminded the industrial world how vital it is to stay up-to-date and informed on all the latest trends and technologies
that can protect industrial facility. That’s why Automation.com has compiled a new edition of
our Cybersecurity eBook to deliver the necessary information needed to ensure the strongest
possible safeguards for any facility and facilitate future planning to keep one step ahead of
the next cyberattack
With valuable insights for both managers and floor personnel, IT and OT, new and experienced
professionals, this eBook series continues to keep you securely on the cutting-edge.
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Implementing DHS Best Practices
to Secure Industrial Control Systems
By: Scott Coleman
Director of Product Management and Marketing
Owl Cyber Defense Solutions, LLC

Modern advancements in industrial control systems
(ICS) enable marked improvements in efficiency,
production, reliability, and safety, all through increased use of “smart” assets and digital communications. However, this has led to a dependency
on communication technology that is seemingly at
odds with the ever increasing pressure to enhance
cybersecurity in ICS networks.

Until you have accurately mapped the network,
there is no way of assuring that all points of entry
into the OT network are secured, including connections to other networks within your organization.
Therefore it is vital to take the time to thoroughly
assess, map, and understand the literal ins and outs
of your OT network, whether it is performed internally or by a respected third party. This mapping often
proves incredibly useful not just for securing ICSs,
but also for any number of cybersecurity or operational projects you may consider.

To better balance the need for communication and
security in OT networks, and to determine how
best to secure them, it’s important to recognize the
reasons behind each of their connections. The two
primary reasons that organizations provide data
paths into or out of their OT networks are:
• To provide information to remote users outside
the OT network (production data, SIEM, files,
historians, monitoring/maintenance information, etc.)
or
• To allow for remote command and control by
users outside the OT network (error remediation, system adjustments, etc.)
To this end, the US Department of Homeland Security, in conjunction with the FBI and NSA, has
released recommended best practices that any
organization can use to help secure their ICSs:

1. Map and identify all external connections
within the OT network architecture

Figure 1: Map out your network architecture

2. Reduce the attack surface of your
OT network
No matter what the purpose or number of authorized users, it’s very important to recognize that
each external connection is a potential attack vector
for cyberthreats both into and out of your OT network. In order to reduce the attack surface of the
OT network, you must first reduce the number of
connections to an as-needed or as-authorized basis
only.
The DHS recommends that organizations, “Isolate
ICS networks from any untrusted networks, espe-
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cially the Internet. Lock down all unused ports. Turn
off all unused services. Only allow real-time connectivity to external networks if there is a defined
business requirement or control function.”
Further, the DHS suggests the logical use of network segmentation to restrict and further control
communication paths. “This can stop adversaries
from expanding their access, while letting the normal system communications continue to operate.
Enclaving limits possible damage, as compromised
systems cannot be used to reach and contaminate
systems in other enclaves. Containment provided by
enclaving also makes incident cleanup significantly
less costly.”
Consolidating, limiting, or eliminating any unnecessary external connections and services makes it
easier to monitor and defend those fewer remaining
points of entry into (and exit from) your OT network.
Segmenting your networks can also cut off malware
proliferation before it finds its way throughout your
organization.

Figure 2: Reduce network attack surface

3. If any of the remaining external connections are for monitoring purposes only,
convert them to one-way connections
Many times it is thought that the only way to perform remote monitoring is to allow remote access
into the network to gather data for monitoring.
However pushing or replicating data (historians,
databases, SIEM) out to the IT network has proven
to be a secure way of getting data into the hands of
end-users.

Again the DHS recommends “If one-way communication can accomplish a task, use optical separation
(“data diode”). … Where possible, implement ‘monitoring only’ access enforced by data diodes.” Data
diodes are one-way transfer devices that allow operational data to exit the organization for monitoring
or use by a remote user, without opening a potential
entry point or attack vector into the OT network.

Figure 3: One-way connection out

4. If data transfers into the OT network
are required (software updates, patches,
etc.), convert as many as possible to
one-way connections
Despite the desire to lock down the network and
keep all threats out, data files, usually in the form
of a software patch or update from a vendor, often
need to be transferred into OT networks. With a
locked down network this is typically achieved with
some kind of portable media (thumb drive, laptop,
etc.). However, this runs the significant risk of infecting the network when something other than the
software update exists on the media. As the DHS
notes, “ICS-CERT responded to a Stuxnet infection
at a power generation facility. The root cause of the
infection was a vendor laptop.”
The DHS recommends that organizations, “Get
updates from authenticated vendor sites. Validate
the authenticity of downloads. Insist that vendors
digitally sign updates, and/or publish hashes via an
out-of-bound communications path, and use these
to authenticate. Don’t load updates from unverified
sources.” Data diodes can simplify this process for
secure inbound transfers by utilizing a manifest and
hash code verification to ensure the correct and
unmodified file is transferred, including matching
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the file provided by the vendor on their website
or portal. Any file or software that doesn’t appear
on the manifest or have a matching hash code is
placed in quarantine and is never transferred to the
OT network.

Bottom line, make sure all external connections are
limited in capability, restricted in their paths, and if
possible, only exist for a limited amount of time.

Figure 5: Limit & Monitor Remaining Connections
Figure 4: One-way connection in

Defense in Depth

5. Lock down any remaining two-way
connections with defense in depth
Most likely, some business or support operations
are going to require a two-way external connection.
Whether it’s for remote command and control, error
remediation, or some other critical purpose, it’s not
always possible to eliminate two-way external connections completely, but it’s vital that these remaining connections be heavily controlled.
“Limit any accesses that remain,” says the DHS.
“Some adversaries are effective at gaining remote
access into control systems, finding obscure access vectors, even ‘hidden back doors’ intentionally
created by system operators. Remove such accesses wherever possible, especially modems as
these are fundamentally insecure. … If bidirectional
communication is necessary, then use a single open
port over a restricted network path.” This can be
accomplished through a highly secured firewall, or
a specialized bilateral data diode implementation,
using one data diode for each direction in and out of
the network.
In addition, the DHS advises against any kind of
persistent connections, especially from third parties
(or the Internet) – “Do not allow remote persistent
vendor connections into the control network.”

As part of a layered, “defense in depth” cybersecurity strategy for ICS communications, a variety of
tools are employed, from role-based access controls, multi-factor authentication, whitelisting, and
more. Beyond these baseline tools, the two major
transfer technologies used to control access points
within OT networks, firewalls (software-based) and
data diodes (hardware-based) provide the strongest
means to secure ICS communications. Yet it’s important to point out the fundamental differences and
reasons for using both of these tools, either together
or separately, and in different situations, to increase
the security of your ICS systems.
Software solutions, such as firewalls, are highly
versatile cybersecurity tools that can be augmented with a number of security information and event
management (SIEM) capabilities, from intrusion
detection to deep packet inspection. They are ideal
for those connections which must be two-way in
order for business operations to function properly. However, they are also inherently vulnerable to
configuration changes, bugs, and they will always
require regular updates (or replacement) to stop new
and emerging threats.
Hardware-enforced solutions utilize physical components to prevent access to secured networks. For
instance, data diodes contain specialized circuitry
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that only allows data to flow in one direction. The
sending circuit is incapable of receiving data, and
the receiving circuit is incapable of sending data.
For this reason, hardware-based transfer solutions
cannot be hacked, and when used to transfer data
out of an OT network, cannot be used as a threat
vector back into the network.
These fundamental differences represent a sliding
scale of access vs. risk, reinforcing the basic concept of reducing risk wherever possible. For example, US military cross domain deployments and
nuclear power plants utilize one-way connections
with data diodes to transfer data one-way between
networks of different security levels, while software
solutions cannot be used in these cases, as the risk
they present is too high and unnecessary. On the
other hand, commercial businesses may have vital
two-way connections in their operations, in which
case well-configured firewalls can be useful to restrict access, or used in conjunction with a bilateral
data diode solution for added security.

While defending the perimeter may have fallen
out of vogue recently in favor of intrusion detection, advanced biometric authentication, and other
measures, keeping intruders out is still one of the
best methods to prevent damage to or hijacking of
critical systems. Following these five concrete steps
from the DHS can help to dramatically improve the
cybersecurity of industrial control systems with minimal disruption to normal business operations.
For more information about Owl Cyber Defense and
data diode cybersecurity, visit www.owlcyberdefense.com.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Scott Coleman has
25+ years of experience working in
high tech as a Programmer, Product
Manager and now
Director of Product
Management & Marketing for Owl Cyber
Defense. His breadth of experience includes
healthcare, telecom, and cybersecurity, for both
private and public sectors. He is a published author and an invited speaker at many conferences.

Figure 6: Defense in Depth

Keep in Mind
So in summary, the DHS advises that organizations
reduce the number of connections to ICS networks,
use hardware-enforced one-way transfers where
possible to limit exposure, anticipate one-way transfers may have to be made both into and out of OT
networks based on business needs, and for those
two-way connections that cannot be eliminated,
limit their capability, their communication paths, and
the amount of time they are connected.
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IT’S TIME TO GET PHYSICAL
DON’T LEAVE YOUR SECURITY TO CHANCE

Owl Data Diode Cybersecurity Can Help
Physically-enforced cybersecurity
for the strongest protection from
cyber threats. Data diode
technology secures industrial
control system networks and
devices from all external
attacks, including malware,
ransomware, and advanced
persistent threats.

In a world gone software, harden your
defenses with Owl Cyber Defense.

@owlcyberdefense

www.owlcyberdefense.com

Critical Industries Need Continuous

ICS Security Monitoring
By: Sid Snitkins,
Vice President, Cybersecurity Services
ARC, in collaboration with Nozomi Networks
Operators of critical infrastructure need the risk
mitigation provided by continuous ICS security
monitoring. The potential safety, environmental,
compliance, and business continuity impacts of
an incident make it critical to avoid all unnecessary
risks. Critical infrastructure operations are also targets of sophisticated, well-resourced attack teams
that can easily overcome basic cyber defenses.

Keywords
Anomaly and Breach Detection, Continuous ICS
Security Monitoring, Nozomi Networks

Summary
Most industrial managers recognize that a cyber
incident could jeopardize the safety, continuity, and
profitability of their operations. Many have invested
in basic defensive technologies, like anti-malware
software and firewalls, and best practices recommended by automation suppliers and security
consultants. This should protect operations from
common hackers and may be adequate for low-risk
operations that can tolerate disruptions. But it is not
enough for critical infrastructure facilities facing the
threat of advanced, targeted attacks. These organizations need to continuously monitor systems and
investigate any suspicious behavior.

chief information and security officers (CISOs), and
active defenders in corporate security operations
centers (SOCs) are also interested in the real-time
plant security visibility these solutions provide.
Suppliers support these needs and are working to
extend integration with popular cyber-defense tools.
ARC discussed these issues with Nozomi Networks
executives during a recent briefing. As we learned,
critical infrastructure operators around the world use
the company’s SCADAguardian platform to monitor their ICS cybersecurity in real time and detect
threats.

Critical Infrastructure Needs Prudent
Cybersecurity
ARC’s Industrial Cybersecurity Maturity Model
illustrates the importance of continuous ICS security
monitoring. We developed this model to help industrial managers understand cybersecurity challenges
without having to become cybersecurity experts. It
also provides a way for managers to understand
cybersecurity investments with respect to cyber
risks and the costbenefits of different technologies.

Continuous industrial control system (ICS) security
monitoring technologies provide defenders with
the visibility needed. While some companies may
not be aware of these solutions, others are already
integrating them into their cybersecurity management programs. Chief information officers (CIOs),
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Continuous ICS Security Monitoring Helps
Defend Against Sophisticated Targeted Cybersecurity
ARC’s model breaks cybersecurity into a set of
steps that reduce cyber risks incrementally. Each
step addresses a specific, easily understandable,
security issue. These include securing individual
devices, defending plants from external attacks,
containing malware that may still get into a control
system, monitoring systems for suspicious activity,
and actively managing sophisticated threats and
cyber incidents. Each step has an associated set of
actions, technologies, and resources that can be
used to accomplish its goals. Continuous ICS security monitoring is the foundation for level four cyber
risk mitigation.
Government and industry ICS cybersecurity guidelines and standards generally focus on getting
companies to invest in at least a minimum level of
protection against common cyber-attack scenarios.
This roughly equates to the first three steps in ARC’s
model and may be adequate for companies in lowrisk industries and regions or those that can tolerate
some process disruptions.
Operators of critical infrastructure don’t have this
luxury. They need the additional risk mitigation provided by the higher steps in ARC’s model.
The potential safety, environmental, compliance, and
business continuity impact of an incident in these
operations demands that all unnecessary
risks be avoided. Recent incidents, particularly in
power networks, show that critical infrastructure
operations are also targets of sophisticated, wellresourced attack teams that can easily overcome
basic cyber defenses.

Requirements for Continuous ICS
Security Monitoring
IT cybersecurity teams have many tools for monitoring the security of business systems. But continuous ICS security monitoring has unique challenges
and constraints that typically demand a built-forpurpose solution. Following are ARC’s requirements
for an acceptable ICS solution:

• Passive Monitoring – no impact on the flow of
time-sensitive industrial network messages or the
operation of individual cyber assets
• Message Parsing – ability to parse messages at
all seven OSI layers and understand all industrial
protocols and commands in a company’s ICS.
This goes far beyond the deep packet inspection
(DPI) in nextgeneration, IT firewalls
• Asset Inventory – support automatic building of a
cyber asset inventory, including basic configuration data and message connectivity. Manual
collection is impractical in ICS given the size and
geographic distribution of cyber assets and the
need to detect new devices and connections
• Anomaly Detection – automatic detection of
suspicious system behavior with a low rate of
false positives. This includes identifying ICS and
process problems. An ideal solution automatically
learns normal behavior, helps companies establish
a secure baseline, and leverages signature detection to rapidly detect known threats
• Alerts – alerting with information about the nature
of the suspicious activity and the cyber assets
involved. An ideal solution provides incident correlation that combine alerts from a single attack
into one incident to speed incident response and
minimize operator “alert fatigue”
• Dashboard – a user-friendly dashboard that
provides a clear overview of system status and
enables easy, ad hoc access to all security information and message flows. An ideal solution
does this through drillable network diagrams with
inquiry capabilities
• Integration – bi-directional integration with security
information and event management (SIEM) and
other security applications to enable security
teams to compare information from a variety
of sources
• Scalability – supports all ICS cyber assets
regardless of how they are spread across different
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networks and facilities. An ideal solution provides
operational visibility and real-time analysis across
multiple geographies or business units
• Deployment – supports a variety of deployment
options and use by plants, corporate security
teams, and third-party service providers Nozomi
Networks Meets ARC’s Requirements The Nozomi
Networks solution fulfills all the above requirements
for continuous

Nozomi Networks Meets ARC’s Requirements
The Nozomi Networks solution fulfills all the above
requirements for continuous ICS security monitoring. The solution includes two key components:
SCADAguardian, which continuously gathers and
analyzes real-time messages flowing in control system networks; and, a central management console
that aggregates data from multiple sites to provide
centralized and remote cybersecurity management.

Nozomi Networks Solution Architecture

address other parsing needs. SCADAguardian uses
sophisticated machine learning analysis methods to
help ensure rapid, reliable detection of suspicious
activity. This includes artificial intelligence, rules,
and signaturebased detection of abnormal behavior
patterns and process anomalies.
SCADAguardian supports auto discovery with highly visual mapping of industrial assets. This includes
identifying devices and vulnerabilities. Results are
presented in the system dashboard in a user friendly way that facilitates visibility and enables users
to drill down on all asset and vulnerability information. The SCADAguardian dashboards, reports, and
alerts are also customizable.
According to the company, the Nozomi Networks
central management console scales to monitor
thousands of sites and supports various deployment options and hierarchical aggregation of ICS
data. The product can also be used as a multitenancy solution for shared or MSSP (Managed Security
Service Provider) deployments and very large-scale
enterprise deployments.
Integration has been a key focus of Nozomi Networks development efforts. The company has developed interfaces for a wide range of ICS products,
networking devices, SIEMs, and popular security

The SCADAguardian product has built-in DPI support for a wide range of popular IT and industrial
protocols and the company has a protocol SDK to

Integrations

Central Management Console (CMC)
Cybersecurity Management and Remote Access of Distributed Sites

Open API

Exchange data with
external applications

SCADAguardian
Network
Visualization
and Modeling

Asset
Inventory

ICS Threat
& Anomaly
Detection

Vulnerability
Assessment

Dashboards
and Reporting

IT Integrations
Firewalls, SIEMs

ICS Integrations

Real-time Process Analytics Engine

Deep Packet Inspection & Protocol Analysis
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management products, like FireEye and Leidos
ASM. The company also has an open API for sharing
data with external applications. Integrations with
industrial firewalls enable asset operators to automatically block attacks.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Operators of critical infrastructure need to do all
they can to minimize the safety, environmental,
compliance, and business continuity risks related
to cyber-attacks. This includes rapidly detecting
and remediating system anomalies to minimize the
impact of a successful intrusion.

Sid’s responsibilities
include leadership of
ARC’s Industrial Cybersecurity practice, which
develops products and
services for protecting industrial facilities. Sid also
supports ARC clients in
Asset Lifecycle Information Management and the Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT).

Continuous ICS security monitoring provides the
visibility that defenders need to manage today’s sophisticated attacks. Our review of Nozomi Networks
illustrates that good solutions are available and ARC
encourages operators to consider how this technology might improve their cybersecurity program and
provide related operational benefits.

For further information or to provide feedback on
this article, please contact your account manager or the author at srsnitkin@arcweb.com. ARC
Views are published and copyrighted by ARC
Advisory Group. The information is proprietary to
ARC and no part of it may be reproduced without
prior permission from ARC.

Conclusion
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The Leader in Cybersecurity
and Visibility for
Industrial Networks

ICS Cybersecurity
The Best Threat Detection
Rapidly Detect Cyber Incidents and Process
Anomalies with Hybrid Threat Detection

Operational Visibility
Superior Asset Discovery and Real-time Network Modeling
Discover, Map and Monitor Network and
Processes with pioneering AI

Proven Global Deployments
The Most Large Enterprise Deployment Globally
Delivered to hundreds of Energy, Utilities,
and Manufacturing Sites

nozominetworks.com

Case Study:

How’s Our Industrial Cybersecurity? Ask OT!
By: Katherine Brocklehurst
Senior Director
Claroty

time enlarges and exposes new attack surfaces,
which employee errors, malicious insiders or threat
actors can leverage to inflict physical and financial
harm.

A large oil and gas drilling operator shares their ICS
cybersecurity journey, practical advice and their
own best practices. Applicable to many industries,
this illustrates how OT professionals became the
corporate experts with their own security operations center (SOC) to meet customer cybersecurity
requirements and ensure predictable production.
(In keeping with anonymity, certain details have been omitted)

Introduction
The oil and gas industry has long been in the forefront of the ICS\SCADA cyber security threat landscape. These advanced industrial automation assets
and network environments, (collectively operational
technology or OT) are used throughout the entire
upstream and downstream operations lifecycle,
which drives productivity forward but at the same

Applicable to many industries, this case study
focuses on the offshore drilling sub-segment, within
the exploration part of upstream oil and gas operations. The changing liability landscape in offshore
drilling and increased cyber risk from internet
connectivity and “high trust” industrial environments
that drove a prospective customer to require that
their contractors have sound cyber security programs for their vessels, as a prerequisite in granting
a drilling contract. This in turn has created equally
strong security and business imperatives for rig
contractors to develop ICS security policies and
procedures and to seek a cyber security solution
designed specifically for these systems.

OT Professional-Turned-ICS Cybersecurity-Guy
John M (name altered for confidentiality) has been
an industrial electrical operations and field applications engineer for 30 years - the last 15 at a global
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offshore oil and gas exploration operator. If you had
asked him five years ago if he could imagine having his own Security Operations Center (SOC) and
responsibility for industrial automation and control
system cybersecurity of the rigs and vessels, he
might have said, “Ha - not likely.” However, things
changed when John’s directors turned a thick document over to him from a demanding prospective
customer for analysis and asked, “We do all this,
don’t we?”
Key Point: Customers and partners can drive your
industrial cybersecurity requirements. What are
yours asking for?
John had been interested in cybersecurity enough
to keep up with the concepts and progress being

made, but hadn’t been a serious student of the
discipline – because after all he had his regular work
to do. John did know that his firm’s networks and
assets were at risk given their silo’d architecture
and high trust operations. Following his assessment of the customer’s requirements, his company
embarked on large project to get their operations in
alignment to win the business.
Key Point: Production drives revenues and cyber
risks to production networks and assets can ultimately risk predictable revenue - an unfavorable
outcome to your partners.
John’s company is a multi-million-dollar, non-stop
exploration business with multiple ICS equipment
manufacturers and field applications running be-

Caption: Mobile Offshore Drilling units (MODUs) are used in the exploration and development wells, and are divided to Jack-ups,
that reside on shallow water sea bed, and floaters (drilling ships and semisubmersibles) for mid and deep-water drilling. Standard
drilling ship and semisubmersible, John’s environment includes four major independent OT networks each managed by external contractors, and each differ from one another in equipment vendor and communication protocols.
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tween rigs and ships in the fleet. He knew they
couldn’t start small as many experts suggest.
Instead, they had to move quickly and in a big way –
after all, new business was at stake.
Also, John’s reporting structure was not through
IT. Instead, this work was under the control of the
operations business unit through the maintenance
organization. Therefore, John created a cross-functional team of about 15 in total to include OT and IT
professionals and management stakeholders to help
jointly prioritize critical ICS cybersecurity gaps and
target what to address first.
A particularly useful exercise the team found as they
got started was to flip their known cybersecurity
gaps and priorities discussion from a “requirements
view” to a more strategic “outcomes perspective” to
help determine selection criteria for an industrial cybersecurity platform. This approach helped the team
cut through the clutter and focus in on the important
outcome goals.
Key Point: Try a “Desired Outcomes” Perspective to
Elevate and Simplify Selection Criteria

EXPERIENCE-BASED ADVICE
Prioritize Based on Risk
John’s company had established the business
value of each of their rigs – that helped to frame out
prioritization, uptime requirements and efficiency
expectations. They chose to stagger their prioritization overall and began with the most automated and
complex environments with the highest number of
assets and systems.

Extreme Visibility
Given the silo’d nature of their physical assets –
every rig was not accessible at all times. It became
clear that without adding a fiber backbone on the
rigs, the team could not have adequate monitoring
visibility to employee and contractor missteps or
external industrial cyber threats. This in turn would
slow response times.

Security Operations Center (SOC) for OT, by OT
As the risk-based prioritization and network architecture/silo issues were made clear, the team
made a joint strategic decision to establish a secu-

rity operations center (SOC) in OT, for OT and run
by OT. This is somewhat unusual as IT commonly
has budget and security expertise and sometimes
management doesn’t understand that IT still may
not be qualified to run industrial operations security.
However, as they began to search for technology
solutions to address their top concerns, it was very
clear that an IT solution could not fit the operations
and production environment priorities.
In hindsight, John says it was one of the best
decisions they made and fully aligned with their
“outcomes” approach. This way, the personnel who
understood the production automation and ICS process controls could weigh in appropriately and help
judge risks and how to mitigate those risks from an
OT perspective. The team approach allowed IT to
also guide in areas of security expertise that the OT
team didn’t have, and management support helped
keep respect flowing across the entire process. This
is also unusual as most IT and OT teams do not get
along and have difficulty with differing priorities and
judging the value of ICS security.

“Do No Harm” - Passive Monitoring and
Asset Discovery
Previously, John’s firm had no passive monitoring
solutions of their most mission-critical industrial
automation and process control system assets and
networks. The organization’s imperative was that
there be no disruption or changes to existing assets,
network or process automation, and that whatever solutions were considered must support availability, safety and production requirements. At the
same time, they needed to balance the prospective
customer’s rigorous and near-term security requirements.
John’s team looked at the Claroty Platform which
could passively provide the in-depth visibility,
monitoring and real-time insight needed for fast
response. The Claroty was also the advanced technology engine used at prominent managed security
service providers (MSSPs) which they’d determined
they may need due to thin resources on their side.
As they undertook a proof-of-concept evaluation
(POC), like so many others evaluating, John’s OT
organization found assets, protocols, connections,
remote access and many other activities they never
realized were happening. Additionally, the in-depth
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Caption: Vessels interface to a multi-site management system where a centralized view of overall operations and production security
can be maintained. Information from the remote sites/vessels is continuously replicated and securely communicated through satellite
connection to the onshore SOC. The Claroty Enterprise Management Console provides a central management dashboard and is a
single management aggregation point.

view of their network gave the OT personnel a fresh
perspective on their cyber risks when previously
they were highly confident that everything was
known, tested and accounted for, with “low-risk”
of disruption.

Understanding Industrial Communications
and Protocols
John’s ICS vendors and the communications occurring across his environment required a platform that
could read and understand the specialized industrial
protocols, legacy equipment and serial connectivity. They also learned how typical IT-type protocols
such as SSH were also being heavily used. The
platform had to be vendor-neutral, IT-aware, but
really purpose-built for the OT environment requirements. Among many challenges, it needed to really
know how each vendor’s Human Machine Interface
(HMI) consoles were interacting with the ICS, even
down to the level of seeing the I/O, knowing which
PLC they were attached to, and understanding valid

commands and logic for the PLC itself per protocol.
“This level of granularity was an eye-opener for all of
us,” John has said.

PASSIVE V. ACTIVE ASSET DISCOVERY
Engineering workstations and other industrial
equipment like HMIs and data historians can
often operate on Windows or Linux operating
systems and can frequently tolerate a more active
IT-style approach to asset discovery such as pings,
probes, network utilities, and modern network
protocol techniques.
However, Industrial Control Systems (ICS) can
be highly sensitive these methods. Therefore, a
passive approach is typically required to not only
detect and identify the devices but to also understand what they communicate with and how.
-powerengineeringint.com article, Sept 2016
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role would he and his SOC team need to play
when things changed?
o “Learning Mode” is an initial several-week
period of passively gathering assets,
communications and interactions. The
traffic and findings during this period
became the “behavioral” baseline
allowing John’s team to see their operations as they occurred and judge the
validity of the findings.
o Also during the learning mode, John’s
team could true up their asset inventory,
understand all the communications (and
what was talking to what), and assess new
findings they were not aware of.
Caption: Care, maintenance and safety of industrial equipment is critical to reducing physical risks to production,
especially when it comes to oil rigs in the ocean. It was an
eye-opener for John and his corporation to understand that
cyber risks can also impact physical safety and disrupt process controls and production.

Flexible Deployment Options
Armed with confirmation of assets and deep inspection of the protocols and communications from
firewalls to I/O, the team needed to also know its
operational deployment options. Some basic questions they had up front were:
■ Could the technology they needed be virtual or
physical machines (or a mix?)
o The answer was physical, virtual and
mixed environments are all possible.
■ Could they use a managed service built on the
technology platform to ease their limited staffing or did they have to do it all themselves?

o Abnormal behaviors and activity out of
the norm could be approved as “accept
able” once John’s team had a look at
the results, especially periodic processes
such as month- and quarter-end.
■ Could alerts be tuned to take out excessive “noise”?
o Alerts and notifications can be real-time,
can be reported on, and had been tuned
as guided by John’s team.
o Their MSSP also preprocesses those that
are appropriate for them to handle.

The Vendor-Supported OT SOC
John also realized he had to rally support from his
multiple industrial equipment vendors for licenses,
additional equipment and applications to fully build
out the non-production test environment adjunct to
the SOC with duplicate equipment where possible.

o There are several MSSPs that use the Claroty
Platform underneath and could provide
augmented resources to John’s team.
o Alternatively, John’s team could do a lot
themselves to stay aware and in control
of production and operations ICS security
posture using the tool. This was an added
help to many in John’s team who were new
to ICS cybersecurity – in addition to the
beneficial support of an MSSP.
■ How did the platform learn what were the
norms for his unique environment and what
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By pressuring for vendor assistance and yes, paying
for additional systems and components, John’s SOC
had a proper testbed for:
• Duplication of the live environment for valid
testing and pre-production staging. This
gave a testbed for patches and occasional
vendor upgrades.
• Internal “hands-on” training for new and
existing OT personnel with ability to interact
with like systems they would experience in the
field – improving skills and reducing field errors.
• A suitable environment to conduct a thorough
POC with access to all necessary vendor
hardware and software interactions.
The SOC has become a powerful enabler for the OT
team to see, know and quickly respond to their own
security events.

Securing Remote Access
Securely controlling and monitoring remote access
came into focus immediately following corrections.
Controlling remote access to very expensive rigs
that can be deployed anywhere in the world was a
challenge given how many remote employees, field

applications, third-party vendors and supply chain
partners were in the mix.
The Claroty Platform has a secure remote access
capability that helped John’s team control, manage and record all remote access sessions. Entire
sessions can be video recorded from beginning
to end and delivers a reliable record of all actions
taken during the session; every command, every ICS
touched (modified or not), etc. Based on observed
bad behavior, if needed, John can control activity by
cutting off sessions to protect the ICS being accessed.
“After the fact” video recordings give John’s operators playback on any remote access session and
these records can be archived for later use if needed. John’s SOC has of course caught a fair share of
errors by staff, but also the team has stories to tell
about vendor errors and malicious activity – with
recorded sessions to assist in troubleshooting or
mitigations against future incursions.

Process and Workflow Integrations
Once full deployment capabilities were understood
and operational, John’s team began to ask for
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workflow integrations such as with ServiceNow for
trouble-ticketing, with Splunk for data analytics, and
other industrial application integrations. Fortunately,
many of these integrations already existed in the
Claroty Platform and could be adapted for John’s site.
Key Point: ICS cybersecurity is a journey - prioritization and stakeholder participation is essential to
ongoing support and overall success measurement.

SUMMARY
“The initial goal was to gain real-time visibility and
security into our operations in one central location.”
Said John. This led to a room full of monitors and a
much higher need for understanding our existing assets, network, and communications, but now we’ve
grown far beyond that.”
Now four years later, John’s SOC and ICS cybersecurity program are still going strong. As the head of
OT cybersecurity, he reports to corporate executives
regularly on status, trends and important findings,
often adding to the IT team’s reporting content.
In 2017 the entire corporation underwent a rigorous penetration test by an outside firm. Corporate
citizens were unaware of this testing. John said this
was a particularly stressful experience, especially
due to the secrecy – and even had executives calling him about strange system behaviors. Ultimately,
the corporate side of the organization hadn’t fared
very well, and although it was an uncomfortable but
necessary exercise, John’s OT SOC came through
with flying colors. This is not always the case, but
John attributes it to readiness training through tabletop exercises, security awareness training for his
extended team, a working testbed for staging and
training, and strong control and monitoring/detection technology and good processes within his SOC
and at his MSSP.

Get a fast start with proven evaluation criteria from
the customer perspective, and global deployment
experience by downloading the whitepaper - “Evaluation Criteria for Choosing an ICS Cybersecurity
Monitoring Solution” at this link.
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Nevertheless, the industrial cyber risk landscape is
constantly evolving and John’s organization has to
remain constantly vigilant and aware of new threats.
While he relies heavily on Claroty internally and at
his managed security services partner, John knows
the job is never done. Oh, and by the way, they won
the business.
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Securing Industrial Control Systems:

The Challenge, and a Common-sense Solution
By: Jeff Foley
Business Development Manager
Siemens

Industrial control systems (ICSs) across numerous
industry verticals are increasingly migrating from serial communications to Internet Protocol (IP)-based
communications as Operational Technology (OT)
networks are integrated with Information Technology
(IT) networks for enhanced performance, reliability,
efficiencies and other operational advantages.
The convergence of OT and IT networks, however,
has introduced new challenges and vulnerabilities
to ICSs. Because ICSs monitor and control physical processes in the real world, they have more
stringent response requirements for determinism

and real-time data transfer. Determinism describes
a known, measurable parameter for the speed and
reliability of signals in the network and ICSs require
low to zero latency in response time and low to zero
variance in that response time (aka, “jitter”). As a
result, OT networks have different Quality of Service
(QoS) considerations than IT networks, depending
on the specific industry vertical employing the ICS.
Traditionally, ICSs were standalone systems and,
thus, secure from network-based threats. The trend
from serial-based networks to IP-based networks
has introduced potential vulnerabilities common to
ICSs in critical infrastructure sectors such as power
and energy, transit, manufacturing, and advanced
traffic control. ICSs in these sectors are increasingly
vulnerable to cybersecurity attacks, with potentially devastating impacts to brands, businesses, and
public safety.
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A significant proportion of industrial plants and ICSs
in operation today were designed and implemented prior to the need for various security measures
common to IT networks. These measures include
access policies and controls to enforce them, authorization and authentication procedures or policies to
facilitate change management, and activity or audit
logs that could support forensic investigations into
security breaches.

Potential impacts
A breach of a company’s IT network can have adverse impacts on day-to-day business operations.
Examples of this include cyber theft of intellectual
property or customer information, or the disabling
of a business’s public-facing website. In contrast, a
breach of an ICS that serves OT can interrupt production, damage physical assets, and even result in
injury or death to employees and public alike. These
potential impacts are magnified when the target is
critical infrastructure.

Cyber-attacks increasing
The extent, frequency and impact of cybersecurity attacks on ICSs has not been comprehensively
documented, perhaps due to the potential, negative
publicity for a business making such disclosures.
A 2016 study by Booz Allen Hamilton, “Industrial
Cybersecurity Threats are on the Rise,” however,
found that these attacks are increasing and likely to
expand. The Booz Allen Hamilton study cited publicly available data for 314 organizations worldwide
in which 34 percent of ICS operators reported more
than two breaches of their systems over the preceding 12 months. Forty-four percent could not identify
the source.
In a 2016 article by U.S. News & World Report that
focused on a specific industry vertical, “Cyberattacks Surge on Energy Companies, Electric Grid,”
150 energy companies and electric utilities reported
a successful breach of their networks in the prior 12
months, nearly half reported that such attacks had
recently increased, and more than 80 percent expected that physical harm to facilities would result
in the ensuing year. “Intruders were able to breach
one or more firewalls, antivirus programs or other
protections,” the magazine reported.
A SecurityWeek analyst recently identified “The Top
3 Threats to Industrial Control Systems”: external

threats by nation states, terrorists or hacktivists,
internal threats from disgruntled employees or contractors, and simple human error – perhaps the most
pervasive and potentially damaging threat of all.

What this means to your business
Cyber threats to ICSs have become a fact of life.
Many subject matter experts argue that these
threats must be addressed with common sense and
known methodologies – whether cyberattacks affect
your business is a matter of when, not if.
According to the Infosecurity Group, which studies
ICS risks, an attacker or malware spent an estimated 243 days on a business’ network before being
discovered, it took an average of 32 days to resolve
such an attack and 63 percent of affected businesses had to be notified of a breach by an outside
organization such as the Department of Justice,
Homeland Security or National Security Agency.
Clearly, eliminating all threats may not be feasible,
given that human error can be a major factor and
that malicious attacks are becoming more sophisticated and frequent. However, effective strategies,
backed by proven security measures, can prevent
most human error, detect, isolate and mitigate malicious attacks and their impacts, and provide resiliency to ICSs.

Common concerns
Executives and managers with responsibility for
ICSs often say that their biggest frustration is a
lack of precise knowledge of what resides on their
networks. They express similar concerns about
accidental or intentional breaches of their network,
as well as complying with regulatory bodies and
practicing overall responsibility for ICS security.
Fortunately, well-established strategies, proven
technologies, and a trusted advisor with deep experience in building, operating and protecting ICS’s
can address these and other concerns.

Defense in depth
On a conceptual level, subject matter experts point
to the significant difference between compliance
and security. Compliance with regulations may be
defined as conforming to a set of rules or standards,
subject to an audit based on inquiry and inspection
by a third party or authority.
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In contrast, security is defined as the implementation of technical, physical and administrative measures and controls to provide confidentiality, integrity, availability, accountability and assurance.
Stated simply, compliance does not equal security.
Compliance is merely a snapshot of how your
security program meets a specific set of security
requirements established by regulators at a given
moment in time. Security is a much broader concept and requires going beyond compliance and its
checklist of actions and measures to a more comprehensive approach.
The concept of “Defense in Depth” is an industry
best practice involving multiple layers of protection
that detect, prevent and/or mitigate human error or
malicious intrusions. Defense in depth for protecting IT and ICS systems relies on the tendency of an
attack to lose momentum over time; it delays rather
than prevents an attacker and buys time for mitigating a threat.
A useful analogy is the multiple measures most people use to protect their homes. Locking the doors
is a first step, but that single, mechanical approach
often proves insufficient to stop a burglar. Home
security is enhanced by multiple layers of protection
that slow an intrusion long enough to detect it and
stop it. Motion-sensing lights, a dog barking, and
a house alarm system that alerts authorities to a
breach all contribute to addressing various threats
and mitigating risk.
In an IC system, a defense-in-depth approach requires people, processes and tools to address the
multiple layers of that system, including policies,
procedures and awareness, and physical, network,
computer, application and device security.
Though most companies implement measures on
one or more of these levels, too few adequately address all layers in a holistic strategy. In other words,
individual measures such as passwords or firewalls
alone cannot meet today’s cybersecurity threats.
Instead, by employing established procedures and
technologies at each of these levels, defense in
depth can minimize downtime or potential harm
from cyber-attacks.

The role of a trusted advisor
Few enterprises go it alone on cybersecurity, due to
the breadth of experience with all six basic layers of
defense in depth that is required. A trusted advisor
should begin by listening and assessing a company’s existing approaches to cybersecurity before
addressing potential solutions to remaining gaps in
those approaches.
Designing and implementing solutions at each layer
of a defense in depth approach typically requires a
trusted advisor with long experience in the industrial
controls domain and expertise in operational technologies, ICS and the industry verticals in question.
That domain experience and expertise should be
complemented by robust software solutions and reliable, industrial-strength hardware to support them.
A list of industry verticals that must address cyber threats to ICSs underscores the importance
of selecting a trusted advisor with the breadth of
experience, the depth of expertise and the portfolio
of solutions to implement defense in depth in ICSs.
That list includes electric power generation, transmission and distribution, renewable energy facilities,
oil and gas wells, pipelines and refineries, railroads
and intelligent transportation systems for urban
traffic control.
In a crowded marketplace brimming with “solutions,” it isn’t enough to turn to information technology (IT)-savvy vendors who are just learning about
the operational technologies at stake in protecting
ICS networks. Additionally, simply purchasing and
plugging in hardware without a holistic cybersecurity strategy and software solutions to run on that
hardware would be ill-advised.
Instead, a proven solution provider and partner in
cybersecurity should have a long track record in
manufacturing, implementing, trouble-shooting,
and safeguarding operational technologies that run
on ICSs in the pertinent industry verticals of power,
energy, and transportation.

Three layers, and solutions
Figure 1 illustrates the three layers of a holistic,
defense in depth strategy. No single layer is more
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Figure 1: Defense in depth

important than the others; all layers play a role in
defense in depth. But it is helpful to use Figure 1 to
envision how the layers relate to each other and to a
holistic strategy.
The devices and data that comprise IT and ICS systems sit at the core, where access controls ensure
that only the right person with proper authorization
can interact with this layer in the right place and
time. Solutions must be proven, scalable, and intuitive for end users, while meeting national and global
cybersecurity requirements and standards, including
those for encryption.

Plant security
Plant security goes hand-in-hand with cybersecurity
and starts with conventional building access and extends to securing of sensitive areas by means of key
cards, locks, and security cameras. Plant security
includes processes and guidelines for comprehensive plant protection. These range from risk analysis
and the implementation and monitoring of suitable
measures to regular updates.

other elements of a defense in depth strategy to
thwart cyber attacks. Firewalls provide monitoring
and control of network traffic according to security
rules. VPNs encrypt data traffic between central and
peripheral computing units on a network.

System integrity
To both protect existing knowledge and prevent
unauthorized access to your automation processes
protecting the integrity of your IT and ICS systems
is imperative. Protection of application firmware and
system/host software is a key part of maintaining
system integrity. This can be done by system hardening, regular patch management, and other integrity protection methods.
Perhaps most importantly, the human element
involved with the implementation, maintenance, and
operation of these systems is crucial to defense-indepth. By raising awareness of proper cybersecurity
policies and procedures through proper training, the
workforce can be prepared to meet cyber threats.

Siemens’ deep expertise in ICS cybersecurity

Network security
The network layer must be protected by firewalls,
virtual private networks (VPNs) and network intrusion detection capabilities that work in concert with

Siemens’ heritage is predominantly based in operational technologies and, thus, in ICSs, with deep
knowledge of the IT environment, cybersecurity, and
related industry verticals. Its suite of proven cyber-
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security solutions and services can address each of
the layers in a defense-in-depth strategy. Our professional services teams can assess enterprise ICS
vulnerabilities and design solutions that combine OT
and IT expertise to build defense in depth and follow
through with implementation.
Siemens’ unique value proposition is its deep experience in protecting ICS networks and supporting its
software-based solutions with hardware engineered
for industrial environments, which sets it apart from
recent market entrants and their IT-based offerings.
For instance, Siemens’ asset inventory and management tools provide a solution to ICS managers
concerned that they don’t know what devices are on
their network. Siemens can also assist if the goal is
end-to-end cybersecurity and act as an advisor to
help comply with regulatory mandates.
If the ever-present possibility of human error – or
malicious attacks – drives cybersecurity concerns,
Siemens’ authentication, password management,
and intrusion detection solutions address these
vulnerabilities.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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IT security and best
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Your approach to cybersecurity and ICSs may
already rely on Siemens’ expertise and experience
and its approach to defense in depth and our proven
strategies, software and industrial hardware platforms. Or you may be focusing on ICS cybersecurity
for the first time. In either case, ongoing dialogue
with a trusted advisor on your ongoing industrial
cybersecurity needs should be on your to-do list.
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Mind the Gap:

A Roadmap to IT/OT Alignment
By: Michael Rothschild
Director of Marketing
Indegy

the better part of two decades these were the things
that kept the CISO up at night; but the reality has
changed. With our increasingly interconnected world,
OT has quickly caught up as a lightning rod for new
attacks and increased security concerns.

Modern day industrial operations often span complex IT (information technology) and OT (operational technology) infrastructures. In a very standard
environment, thousands of devices exist and are
increasingly being connected via the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). This creates new challenges
in securing industrial environments specifically by
making cyber-security threats even more difficult to
detect, investigate and remediate.
What has made this an even more challenging
endeavor is that IT and OT have typically inhabited
different parts of the organization; and with good reason. Up until only recently the IT infrastructure played
front and center in terms of ensuring complete visibility, security and compliance mostly because this
was where organizations were being attacked. For

Ground zero
The focal point for attacks on industrial operations
and critical infrastructure has centered on Industrial
Controllers. Depending on the type of industry, this
may be referred to as PLCs, RTUs or DCSs. What
really matters is that these controllers are extremely
reliable and literally control everything from cooling
stations to turbines, electrical grids, oil and gas and
much more. Industrial Control Systems (ICS) literally
keep the lights on. Because of their reliability, many
of these devices have been in place for years. They
are the workhorses of today’s modern society and
therein is why they are ground zero for attacks.
When industrial controllers were first deployed, they
were not connected and interconnected. Today’s ad-
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vances in technology have put these devices online
and thus they have become the target of the hacker.
Furthermore, controllers were not built to address
the security threats or the quite innocent human
errors we now experience. Outsiders, insiders, and
outsider masquerading as insiders are all possible
actors that launch sophisticated attacks to take
over machines for nefarious purposes. More recently hackers are no longer rogue individuals but are
often a carefully curated and systematic program by
well-funded and highly motivated organizations and
countries. A carefully executed attack can accomplish as much if not more than modern day warfare.
Few argue that the attack surface has changed to
encompass both IT and OT. Because these two
different worlds are now connected, an attack that
starts on an IT environment can quickly move to an
OT environment and vice versa. Lateral movement
is almost the preferred attack methodology amongst
hackers because of the relative ease of finding a
weak link in the system, leveraging it as the point of
entry, and then quickly owning the entire network.

sets. IT environments are very dynamic and for good
reason. IT staff are typically concerned about data
confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Because for
so long IT played the front line in identifying, mitigating and reporting on attacks, the fluidity of the
environment had to constantly evolve. As a result, IT
professionals worth their salt have to keep up on the
latest IT trends and threats.
In contrast, OT staff work in an operational environment where stability, safety and reliability are top
priorities. Their jobs involve maintaining the stability
of complex and sensitive environments such as oil
refineries, chemical plants and water utilities that are
populated with legacy systems which were implemented and haven’t changed for decades. Their motto is: “if it works, don’t touch it”. In fact, OT engineers
recoil at the thought of IT personnel being involved
in the safety of their plants or tinkering with industrial
control systems (ICS). IT personnel have typically not
been exposed to this operating paradigm, and few of
them have ever set foot on a plant floor.

Different worlds, different technologies

Convergence of IT and OT
Few organizations currently manage IT (and OT with
the same staff and tools. After all, these networks
evolved with a different set of priorities and they
operate in inherently different environments. Nevertheless, in order to address this new complex threat
and to protect this broader attack surface, many
industrial organizations have begun to converge
their IT and OT groups. The ‘convergence initiative’
is anything but simple. The growing pains associated with bringing together these two substantially
different worlds can prove to be a challenge.
The IT/OT convergence trend is not only driving
integration of IT tools with OT solutions, it also requires alignment of the strategic goals, collaboration
and training; and this is only the beginning of the
challenge.
One of the biggest differences between an IT and
OT environments is their pedigree and approach.
Both environments are managed by professionals
with different backgrounds and with different mind-

In general, IT people are used to working with the
latest and greatest hardware and software, including
the best security available out there to protect their
networks. They tend to spend time patching, upgrading and replacing systems.
Meanwhile, OT staff are used to working with legacy
technologies, many of which pre-date the internet
era. These often use proprietary network protocols,
and lack basic security controls like authentication
or encryption. They also don’t have event logs or
audit trails. As a result, incident detection and response in an OT environment is very different than in
an IT environment.
Whatever technology is deployed and regardless
of the mindset that the individual has been used
to, both the IT and OT environments must now
come together to address the security threats on
both sides of the network. Further, they must collaborate to stop lateral creep of an attack that may
have started in one environment and successfully
spreads to the other.
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Best security practices
While there are significant differences between the
worlds of IT and OT, one thing that can be agreed on
are the key elements in establishing a robust security posture when it comes to industrial security. They
include:
• Threat detection & mitigation that combine
behavioral anomalies with policy-based rules.
• Asset tracking that includes dormant devices
and goes as deep as PLC backplane
configurations.
• Vulnerability management that tracks and
scores patch & risk levels of ICS devices.
• Configuration control that tracks all changes
to code, OS & firmware regardless whether
done through the network or locally.
• Enterprise visibility to ensure that all data
collected integrates to a single pane of glass

Regulations require IT
When one hears about a potential security incident,
few dismiss it as a once in a lifetime event. The
truth is that security threats are almost constant and
successful attacks are occurring regularly. Thus,

another impetus that is driving the IT/OT convergence trend is regulatory compliance. For example,
North American Electricity Reliability Corporation
(NERC) and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) require IT and operations staff in critical
infrastructure to collaborate and manage risks cooperatively and share relevant documentation to ensure security and reliability. In fact, regulations specifically call for an environment in which there is the
ability to conduct forensics across both networks in
order to identify, thwart and report on incidents that
can disable significant industrial deployments and
critical infrastructure.
This is just the tip of the iceberg in regulatory compliance. Virtually every vertical has an alphabet soup
of regulatory compliance requirements associated
with it. Bringing together IT and OT hastens compliance with regulatory statutes, and the ability to
proactively report on and demonstrate compliance
makes any potential audit significantly easier.

Your business demands it
To this point, we have discussed the need for IT and
OT convergence because the new threat paradigm
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demands it and compliance standards require it.
The third and most important leg in this stool is
the business element. Organizations that fail either
of these two areas are often put in the hot seat to
respond to a shareholder and customer base inquiry
that will demand answers.
In recent incidents CSOs, CROs and their staff can
be called in front of the board to answer hard questions. In some cases, they have been personally
held liable for significant lapses in coverage, protection and diligence.
In virtually every case however, shaken customer
confidence directly translates to the bottom-line and
manifests both in the form of shareholder value or
in revenue. This largely could have been avoided
by de-siloing the IT/OT environment and applying a
robust security solution across these intercoupled
environments.

C-level support can make it happen
The successful deployment of industrial cybersecurity initiative must leverage resources from both IT
and OT. To bring IT and OT staff together and unify
security thinking and practices, organizations need
to create a culture of collaboration between both
camps for the common good of the business.
And despite the challenges of bridging this divide,
a number of organizations have achieved deep
collaboration between these distinct but increasingly intertwined worlds. The key to success is getting
C-level support.
Some organizations begin by creating a C-Level role
to facilitate the convergence. For example, it’s quite
common to find a Chief Digital Transformation Officer whose role is to bridge the gap between IT and
OT, merge the culture divide, and establish incident
response processes that span both groups.
Business-level oversight and C suite leadership
helps ensure that the two sides will collaborate effectively with each other. To make this happen, more
and more organizations are taking senior, experienced engineers from OT business units, and assigning them to support incident response within the
Security Operations Center (SOC). This creates an
environment where people, processes and technologies straddle and unify both sides of the IT/OT fence

The benefits to be reaped
They say that nothing rewarding in life comes easy.
This has never rung truer than creating alignment
between the world of IT and OT. Doing so, however
can reap significant benefits including:
• Improved security automation, sensing
and visibility
• Increased control over distributed operations
• Better compliance with regulatory requirements and tracking
• Higher responsiveness when incidents occur
and improved organizational performance
• Better decision making based on more
detailed information
• Proactive maintenance and reduced response
times to unforeseen disruptions
• Improved flow of information to stakeholders
Many pundits and experts in the field say that itis
not an issue of “IF” but rather a matter of “WHEN”
a security incident occurs. Bringing the IT and OT
worlds into the same orbit will help ensure that when
an incident occurs, that the organization can weather the storm and in fact thrive amid the chaos.
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Better use of remote I/O with
CODESYS-programmable controller HMIs
Machine automation (MA) and factory automation (FA) benefit from increasingly powerful components. Case in point: Some HMIs with PLC functionality (and
CODESYS programmability) now support remote I/O connectivity.
By: Weintek USA
Automated machines and installations rely on remote
sensors, motion axes, switches and actuating devices,
and production data to function. Collecting inputs and
sending outputs to these peripheral data nodes are I/O
modules. Remote I/O (sometimes abbreviated RIO or RI/O)
usually takes the form of standalone hardware that collects the signals from field devices to feed back to a PLC
(or rack into which a PLC is mounted), PAC, PC, or another
controller. But as we’ll explore, some new HMI hardware
integrates controller functionality and connects directly
with remote I/O modules to simplify integration.

The Weintek cMT controller HMI
offers PLC functionality and CODESYS
programmability. It connects to hundreds
of other controllers from dozens of
other manufacturers to simplify system
installation. The controller HMI accepts
analog, digital, and thermal signals from
remote I/O to excel in oil and gas and
wastewater applications. Plus users can
create a cMT CODESYS project in CODESYS
software, and then use it within Weintek
EasyBuilder Pro (EBPro) 6.0 software for
streamlined programming.
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Basics of remote I/O — and the Weintek offering
Remote I/O modules are cost-effective pieces
of hardware for system control and monitoring. Many work even in hazardous locations,
and most have basic processing capabilities
to run communications and transmit and
receive data to and from a main controller.
The controller in turn accepts this data and
executes higher-level application software.
Because remote I/O brings connectivity closer
to operations, it enables otherwise impossible
installations while minimizing wiring and its
associated labor. In fact, use of remote I/O is
sometimes required by sprawling operations
with extensive arrays of I/O nodes or plants
with expansive physical layouts. Remote I/O
systems support distributed machine design
(where systems are built on multiple frames)
by consolidating HMIs and software. Some
remote I/O module assemblies also run much
faster than local I/O … and software and
quick-connecting hardware for remote I/O setups can make expansion simple should plant
operations need to grow.

Remote I/O installations can reduce programming requirements because they complete simple tasks while letting
main controls handle advanced (or high-speed) processing,
measurement, and output commands. Such I/O functionality
paired with controls programmed with CODESYSstandard
languages serve factory, energy, process, mobile, embedded,
and building automation.
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In many cases, remote I/O installations include DIN-rail-mounted modules ganged
with a bus coupler. This assembly then
connects to the controller to share signals
to and from mechanical contacts, valve
positioners, flow and pressure transducers, temperature transmitters, 4-to-20
mA devices, thermocouples, visual and
audible safetysignaling devices, and even
drives to run electric motors, pumps, and
fans.
Where remote I/O includes modules
connect directly to controls via cables,
throughput of data associated with configuration, diagnostics, and normal operations is fast and secure. In another departure from distributed I/O (which usually
includes multiple processors controlling
one operation’s various sections and
physically distributed bus-connected I/O
cards) remote I/O usually relies on a single
processor collecting all the I/O signals.
Where fieldbus interfaces are pre-

Shown here is an Ethernet
coupler that works with
the Weintek controller HMI.
It’s a MODBUS TCP/IP slave
with dual Ethernet support
and Ethernet cascading —
as well as direct support
of drivers generated by
Weintek EBPro software.

Shown here is an iR-COP CANopen bus coupler
with an iR-DM16 module. The bus coupler
supports baud rates of 5 kbps to 1Mbps and allows
quick node and baud-rate changes. The coupler
also allows remote changes to communication
settings — and direct EBPro driver support
without the need to import code. Shown here
(lower right) are plug-in modules that install
without a screwdriver; only a flathead screwdriver
is needed to remove cables. Up to 16 digital I/O
are possible per module (including transistor and
relay outputs); up to four analog I/O are possible
with 16-bit resolution and configurable voltage
ranges including temperature RTD and TC.
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integrated into the hardware, they’re fixed. In contrast, modular I/O
modules let design engineers select from several options. No matter
the format, open fieldbus interfaces impart more flexibility than
proprietary interfaces (which may limit how many system and field
components are compatible). Case in point: Weintek Ethernet MODBUS
couplers can daisy-chain to connect diffuse Ethernet devices, and then
the last Ethernet port in the series can be used as a diagnosis port.
Taking flexibility still further are software-based (soft) PLCs. As we’ll
explore, these controllers are spurring more remote I/O use and even
displacing local rack-mounted PLCs and I/O in some cases.

2

Controller HMIs (cMTs with PLC functionality)
and bus couplers with the I/O
Weintek’s cMT controller HMIs run high-performance operating systems.
They use remote I/O modules and Weintek’s MODBUS TCP/IP and
CANopen couplers for networking. The cMT HMIs have dual processors
— one strictly for HMI functions and the other for soft PLC functions. The
HMI logic includes Weintek’s industry-recognized cMT HMI, which allows
remote monitoring and an array of other features. The control logic
complies with IEC 61131-3 for open-source programming and works as
a performance real-time system — with fault tolerance and dedicated
system memory, processing power, and other resources.
Control logic runs on a real-time operation system to guarantee realtime performance. HMI logic and control logic can be treated like
separated devices, as they have their own memories, storage space, and
process control. Heavy processing demand from either doesn’t affect
the other. That means the control logic maintains its high-efficiency
real-time operation system while the HMI logic can help process batch
processing, data collection, and display.
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In fact, the Weintek design runs an asymmetric multi-processing
(AMP) architecture. Compared with symmetric multiprocessing (SMP)
found on the majority of today’s computers (which run a single OS
such as Windows across all cores of the CPU) AMP lets Weintek use
different combinations of OSs on one CPU chip. That is what allows
one general-purpose HMI logic running on one core and one realtime
control logic on another core. Again, the systems can be treated
as separate devices, so each has its own Ethernet port — and to
connect to both, the user will need two RJ45 cables.
Another piece of the automation-network puzzle is the bus
communication system. Many installations require an internal
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In traditional components
with soft PLCs, symmetric
multiprocessing (SMP) means
system resources are shared
— which degrades real-time
performance. The Weintek
cMT+CODESYS HMI with soft
logic outperforms even some
traditional standalone PLCs on
the market.
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bus — sometimes called an iBus, memory bus or (in installations with standalone
hardware) local bus — to connect internal system components. Shown below are
the specifications of four versions of the Weintek iR-series iBus.

The bus modules get higher speeds than competitor offerings because the latter uses
slow one-by-one SPI — and series connections to the coupler. In contrast, parallel I/
O connections in the iR-series iBus to the coupler is efficient without incurring higher
costs. These offerings have strong noise resistance as well.

3

Control with a soft PLC (on the HMI)
Soft PLCs are software programs that run real-time tasks on computers — multitasking functions normally associated with traditional PLCs. Chief among these are I/O
and discrete and PID control with networking, data handling, and computational
capabilities.
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Consider the Weintek cMT+CODESYS controller HMI with soft-PLC functionality.
This option delivers dependable and deterministic program execution. In terms of
speed, its execution of LoaD (LD) instructions —to load information from memory —
and MOVe (MOV) instructions — to move information from operand to register — is
comparable to that of traditional industrial PLCs:

Omission of the separate PLC makes for a more compact design. There’s also internal
communication between the controller HMI’s dedicated display logic and dedicated
control logic, which makes for faster display of data — and the ability to monitor
controls directly from the display.
Of course, soft PLCs require implementation on suitable hardware with sufficient
processing and memory capacity, as well as Ethernet, I/O, COM, and other modes of
connectivity. They also require programming. In the last section of this white paper,
we’ll share how to create and download a CODESYS project to a Weintek HMI+PLC
program; monitor a project running on the soft PLC; and visualize PLC information
with EBPro.
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4

CODESYS and its application in
HMI+PLC components

IEC 61131-3 defines the
semantics, syntax, and displays
of common languages for
controller programming.
CODESYS is a programming
environment that supports
development of code in all
five 61131-3 languages …
and Weintek cMT HMIs with
CODESYS allow efficient setup
and operation of the controller
portion of the hardware.

Recall that CODESYS (Controller Development System) is a leading IEC
61131-3 programming tool. CODESYS is widely used because it supports
61131-3’s five programming languages — those based on ladder diagrams,
function-block diagrams, sequential function charts, instruction lists,
and structured text. Because CODESYS output is machine code native
to common processors, it also makes for control that’s faster and more
reliable than that based on interpreted code.
In fact, CODESYS is a proven and easy-to-use IEC 61131-3 platform; the
open standard works for programmable logic controller (PLC) setup. The
programming environment generates well-proven code for factory, energy,
process, mobile, embedded, and building automation. Features include
data monitoring, scanning, tracing, and debugging. There is a variety of
add-on modules and libraries. Plus there’s subversion and version control
… and MATLAB integration is also an option.
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EasyBuilder Pro 6.0 is the latest version
of regularly updated design software
from Weintek. The visual project
editing tool supports communication
protocols that include Ethernet/IP and
Modbus TCP for easy connection of
peripheral (field) devices.

Because IEC 61131-3 and CODESYS let system programmers mix programming
languages for projects, there’s optimization of code — so a programmer
might use ladder-diagram logic for basic interdependent machine functions
alongside structured text to run interpolated tasks that are more complicated
(to give one example).

5

Programming language of EasyBuilder
Pro (EBPro)
Consider the Weintek cMT HMI with built-in CODESYS. It lets users visualize
projects using EasyBuilder Pro (EBPro) — the manufacturer’s own
programming tool. The cMT communicates with hundreds of PLCs from
dozens of manufacturers.
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The cMT communicates with hundreds of PLCs and devices from
dozens of manufacturers, enabling seamless data exchange
between different systems. The cMT also connects directly with
handy components like barcode readers or Ethernet printers,
removing the hassles when integrating different components. cMT
runs various IIoT protocols including MQTT and OPC UA. Remote
monitoring with cMT Viewer and VNC is fast and easy, even on a
Wi-Fi connection.

EasyBuilder Pro 6.0 is the latest version
of regularly updated design software
from Weintek. The visual project
editing tool supports communication
protocols that include Ethernet/IP and
Modbus TCP for easy connection of
peripheral (field) devices.

How does EasyBuilder Pro accept code imported from
CODESYS?
Users need to export the symbol configuration from a CODESYS
project as XML file. Then, users import the XML file into EBPro to
give EBPro the symbols (tags) for assigning to different screen
components such as buttons and lamps. Again, cMT HMI logic
interfaces with the control logic via internal communications for
networking that’s far faster and simpler than that through RJ45 wires in traditional setups. cMT HMI logic is also capable of
monitoring CODESYS program status.
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Although they are treated as separate
devices, users can even monitor control
logic from the HMI. What’s more, it’s is a
default option … so users don’t have to
design a project to do this.
WEINTEK develops, designs, and
manufactures practical HMI solutions in
the new IIoT era. WEINTEK LAB’s mission
is to provide quality, customizable HMIsolutions that fulfill industrial automation
requirements while maintaining customer
satisfaction by providing on-demand
customer service. Since the North American
branch opening of Weintek USA in 2016,
Weintek’s innovative technology has been
available for direct purchase in the USA
and Canada.

Click on the hotlinked thumbnails to watch videos
showing a demonstration of the trace function
within CODESYS; how to add a module in CODESYS
(which in turn imports into EBPro for control); and
a demonstration of direct control through a cMT
without a PLC. It shows how it’s possible to directly
control a remote I/O with all Weintek product series
having CANopen connectivity — including eMT,
MT8092XE, and cMT products.

ABOUT WEINTEK USA
Proudly serving North American Manufacturers,
OEMS and System Integrators, by proving leading edge graphic operator interfaces. Following
the tradition of Weintek Labs, Inc. (founded in
1996); our company leverages decades of experience as HMI specialists leading the industry
with undisputed state-of-the-art technology. Our
mission is to look beyond the norm to provide our
customers with high quality products, world-class
service and efficient control automation solutions.
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